WEBSITE RISK SAMPLE DATA

COMPANY X SECURITY GRADE : D

100+ architectural, behavioral and integration metrics indicate vulnerability to a

acks

like Magecart, formjacking, credit card skimming, data exﬁltration, XSS, malicious ad
insertion, session re-directs, etc. Summary ﬁndings are indicated below.

Security Policy Eﬀectiveness

Third-Party Exposure

PII Exposure

38

43

26

Measure of security policy

Measure of exposure to third

robustness indicating client-side

parties benchmarked against

security eﬀectiveness

industry averages

Measure of form and credential
data sharing with unsecured
domains - a primary target of
Magecart a

acks

Scores below 80 indicate recommended action

SECURITY POLICIES DISCOVERED

Content Security Policy

Referrer Policy

Sub-resource Integrity

Iframe sandboxing

Strict Transport Security

*This table indicates that a policy has been detected.

Overall policy eﬀectiveness is indicated in the score above.

Industry guidance, including the PCI Council, recommends the deployment of
security standards speciﬁcally including CSP and SRI. This summary indicates
discovery of these policies. Tala can provide an in-depth analysis of client-side
security eﬀectiveness.

WEBSITE BEHAVIORAL MODEL

Tala measures 100+ behaviors to provide the most comprehensive
application and integration model for your website. Tala also analyzes
all JavaScript code to determine the use of DOM XSS sinks. These
paths are leveraged by a

ackers to perpetrate DOM XSS a

acks which

are hard to detect and defend against.

Tala’s reputation analysis and
Tala identiﬁes all sources

Tala website JS loading
advanced intelligence engine

of content on your page

sequence to identify static
continuously evaluates security

across scripts,

and dynamic JS as well as
posture of all domains,

connections, iframes,

other 4th and 5th party
integrations and applications.

images, stylesheets,

services piggybacking on 3rd
This data is invaluable to SOC

fonts, media.

party domains.
and IR teams.

THIRD-PARTY EXPOSURE

80%

of content (ads, frames, media, etc.)

tnetnoc ytrap-driht fo %

80%

comes from third-party domains

71%
third-party domains serving JavaScript

31

55%
third-party domains which connections

6

Scripts

Content

(web sockets, XML requests, etc.) are made

Connections

PII DATA EXPOSURE AND OTHER RISKS

VULNERABLE
CHANNELS

FORMS

COOKIES

STORAGE

Tala identiﬁes and quantiﬁes vulnerable PII ﬁelds on your website within

forms, cookies and local/session storage.

6 sensitive ﬁelds

identiﬁed in forms

Sensitive data is shared

Form data is exposed to

with 6 third-party

17 domains

JS libraries

ATTACK SIMULATION RESULTS

Tala can provide both a quick assessment and in-depth analysis.
analysis is reviewed with customers and a

acks are simulated to illustrate the

risks and protection Tala oﬀers. Some of these a

Magecart style a

acks

that could expose
vulnerability to client-side
skimming a

acks.

ack simulations may include:

Ad injection or
Redirection a

In-depth

Data Exﬁltration a

acks that

acks that

could lead to stealing of user

could lead to customer

credentials and other

journey hĳacking and

important PII ﬁelds resulting

revenue loss.

in regulatory violations.
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